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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP3392191A1] Communication apparatus comprising: a communication device (1) with at least one microprocessor (101); at least one
cryptoprocessor (102); and memory (103) having instructions stored thereon that, when executed by the at least one microprocessor and the at least
one cryptoprocessor, cause the communication device to at least one of: Receive from the cloud (5) encrypted data that is configured to control at
least core operations associated with an elevator or escalator device (34, 35, 36), decrypt the data, and distribute the data over at least one data
connection between the communication device (1) and at least one core controller (24) associated with said elevator or escalator device (34, 35,
36) to said at least one core controller (24) to be used by said core controller (24) to control at least core operations associated with said elevator
or escalator device (34, 35, 36), or receive control feedback data over at least one data connection between the communication device (1) and at
least one core controller (24) associated with an elevator or escalator device (34, 35, 36) to said at least one core controller (1), encrypt the data,
and send the encrypted data to the cloud (5). Encrypting the data which is communicated between the communication devices allows to maintain the
security level obtained with conventionally controlled elevator and escalator devices even when control over non-core functionalities are moved or
relocated to remote devices or into the cloud in general.
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